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Night Songs / Anastasia Walker       
 
1 

My love, there’s blood in the water 
Tonight the frenzied teeth flash 
Their need and loathe all 
They can’t shred and swallow 

The currents giddy with foam 
From the slaughter, the voyeur birds’ 
Screams and the moon 
Smiles down like a drowned child 

 
2 
What secrets, my love, not worth 

The breath in the great blankness where 
Your eyes swim? The tongues of 
Your scars are silent, only the gone-by 
Holding your hand, whispering All 

You were and are 
 
3 
Memory’s deadly game outs 

The times you turned from fist or 
Mirror, the short circuited 
Moments down the rabbit’s 
Hole ever present or never 

My love, the past is a stalker 
 
4 

My love, did she smile 
Down the long nose of privilege at 
The best jest Nature ever 
Bred and the day 
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Was a clawed open wound and 
The thought that she 
Loosed the torrents of 

Pain inside you for 
Fun was your 
Fondest wish? 
 
5 
Why this flinch, poised 
On the edge of so 

Small a moment to 
Plunge at his next he 
Or she, my love, are surely 
Just breath? 

 
6 
Must it be another back 
Alley reckoning, a bulging black 

Womb unburdened of all the 
Nothing you’re not, the still 
Born days and weeks 
And months – the forty year 

Sleep that sounds, my love 
A lot like death? 
 
7 

Fetal in the hollow of the razor 
Tongued hours, all the papered over 
Sucker punched pepper sprayed 

Licked, cut, my love, the next 
Minute is a conversation for the 
Next minute 
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Dear Bastards / Katherine Davis 
 
Men estranged me from my mind and body, slammed 
Me, toddling, with a stone slab of the Ten Commandments, 

Sucked off my tears with a vacuum pump, enrolled me in 
Ignorance contests, where I was drugged and posed in 
A red bikini, answering trivia questions while roller skating. 
But the lipstick around my mouth stuttered a jagged pink, 

My breasts sank, my hair was greasy. Useless competing 
Against other women, I was made to stand naked as an 
Anatomical model, while doctors lectured bunches of aspiring 
Residents, all generalizations based on the study of the patriarchal. 

Told repeatedly my feelings were impossible, I burrowed under 
My skin, bathed in oxygenated blood, vital energy, constructed 
An interior palace until I was old and learned and far away from 
Despots, to conquer a cold mountain, dig foundations deep in rock, 

Erect a monument to all I have become, despite, because, one 
Rational, compassionate heart, hero of confrontation and affront. 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 

    The Third Stranger / merlin flower   
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Breaking the Softness / Naomi Borkent 

 
Maybe you would've preferred   
A woman with soft legs  
That can't stand up for themselves.  

  
Not like mine, strong,  
Able to kick, able to run.  
  

Then I remember that they did not stand like trees, 
Rooted deep in the earth.  
They trembled and shook.  
They did not kick.  They did not run.  

  
You pushed yourself into my body  
As I lay motionless.  
Wondering where my strength had gone  
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For Muhlaysia / Anastasia Walker 
 
They beat you under the Texas sun in 

A goddamn parking lot, one two four 
Eight ten kicking punching howling 
Filming so they could pretend 
It was everyone and not just them 

Who were unmanned 
By a beauty that held 
A mirror to their squalid smallness 
A window on such a big 

Wonder they lost them 
Selves in the vertigo – 

girl, they 
Wanted you, feared you, so bad 

They swarmed to snuff out 
This feeling they couldn’t piss on and laugh and I 
Just wanna rock you to peace in my arms 
Pour my tears in your brown eyes 

Soft as the soil that embraces us 
All in the end, then 
Sleep for a month   

 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Recurring Nightmare / Elaine Woo 
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Disappearances / Ann Tweedy 
 
I feel sad for those erased—even the parts 

erased—so that the story will stand up 
like a building made of blocks 
and not fall, so that it can be simple—right 
outweighing wrong, good towering over 

bad—and rise above the confusion that mires us. 
 
Think of Anna Mae Aquash or Assia Weevil. 
Anna Mae, an AIM activist, gunned down by AIM women and men during Wounded Knee 

because she was so strong and true she looked impossible— 
an informant because she was arrested and inexplicably released, 
because a male FBI agent had infiltrated earlier 
and gotten away with it. A group of AIM women drove her away 

from the Pine Ridge house she was staying at. 
10 days later—February—found by a rancher 
with a bullet in her eye socket. You can watch the documentary about her lover— 
A Good Day to Die—and never hear word of her. Or go to the museum 

of AIM portraits in Minneapolis and not see her. 
 
Or Assia Weevill, Ted Hughes’s partner after Sylvia Plath, 
the woman he was having an affair with when Sylvia killed herself. 

Years of living together then apart until finally his visits became sporadic— 
his house-hunting unconvincing. One last fight—another prospective house 
torn apart—and Assia turned on the jets 
in Sylvia’s stove, drank whisky, swallowed sleeping pills, and lay down 

in that kitchen with their four-year-old daughter. 
The letter she left for Ted 
has never been found but the envelope 
still rests in the coroner’s file. The stories Ted told of his life later 

do not mention Assia or their daughter. 
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But the letters he demanded she burn survive. 
And the unfinished will in which she left him “my no doubt welcome absence 
and my bitter contempt” has not yet disintegrated. 

 
Even Kitty Genovese, darling victim of Big Apple crime— 
portrayed in the news as young, single, straight, fated to die because she tried to live— 
as her bartending customer said, footloose and fancy-free—away from her family in the city, 

among 38 neighbors the reporter imagined 
who heard her scream when knifed and raped and reattacked and didn’t help. 
For years afterward, her partner grieved alone, 
unacknowledged at the funeral or in the news, turning to alcohol, 

as Kitty’s spectre continued to be used to restrain girls’ ambitions. 
 
And there is the information I don’t volunteer too readily—about you. 
Because if I say “husband” or “we,” I am instantly one thing and not another. 

There is no way to appear without a long soliloquy. 
So I choose to be mysterious at first, to present an undefined self 
instead of one misread. And there’s a sorrow in that, 
of having to choose between me and you and exhausting explanations, 

the sorrow of a love that only reaches so far, like juice 
spilled on a cracked floor that doesn’t quite fill the furthest cracks.  
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FrankenWolf / Katherine Davis 
 

I was supposed to be a subtle sheep, always ruminating, 
Waiting patiently to be fleeced for a pseudo-cowboy’s vest, 
So he can dance in some country-western bar, spewing beer 
And peanut salt over what once used to be me. But in the clarity 

Of the full moon, I transformed into FrankenWolf, thinking back 
On mothers of invention and vindication, former pissed-off kids 
Who wrote manifestoes for women that didn’t include fenced-off 
Pastures, fear of dogs, or worship of some fool shepherd. No, I 

Roamed from window to window watching public TV on numbers, 
Astrophysics, Spanish, mini-series of George Eliot novels. When  
I got hungry, I devoured alcoholic grandmothers, juicy 
But overly docile little girls and the cupcakes and rum 

Raisin cookies hidden in their lunchboxes. I folded red 
Cloaks over my heart, warmed biceps and pectorals, 
Prowling and howling, happily alone, freak of nature 
Who escaped a fate of vapidity and submission, canny 

As any predator who scents turkeys in unprotected yards. 
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won't silence my magic /  
linda m. crate 
 
they've told me i dream too big 

since day one, 
but perhaps their dreams aren't big enough; 
i want to be challenged, i want an adventure 
so that when i do get everything 

i aspired for and more 
that i have a story 
worth telling— 
always they told me to get my head out of the clouds, 

but i refuse; 
i always resisted and for that they hated me 
but i am a wild thing 
outside of their control— 

they make it clear i am not their cup of tea 
because i burn them 
in some way, 
but i am only trying to live my best life; 

just trying to bloom 
i am a flower 
that resurrects 
an immortal flame, a phoenix 

only wishing to spread feathers of love and light— 
always they've tried to silence my magic, 
but it speaks loudly because 
i have a power and voice all my own. 

 
 
Originally published in Voice of Eve, Anniversary Edition. Aug. 15, 2019.  
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Come to Me / Naomi Borkent 
  

Come to me.  
Come to me naked from the water,  
Aphrodite.  
So I may see the glory of your breasts  

In the moon's glow.  
  
Let me lay you in the sand  
And taste the salty water on your lips.  

Your hair hangs dripping down your back.  
  
Love, I will brush your tangles out.  
Fingers wrapped in brunette.  

  
I will adorn you in seashells  
And imagine you my most perfect  
Mermaid.  

 
 
 
 

 
 

The Boy / merlin flower 
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Epiphany / Rachael Ikins 
My wife fell in love this summer. 
I didn’t know what to do.  Neither did she. 

It was obvious. My heart went out to her. 
 
She is 51 going on 12 years old.  We play Scrabble long winter nights. 
 She doesn’t invent words, 

she uses German, French and Spanish. When my score begins 
 to climb she removes her underwear, hikes her night-gown 
 up to just there. I swear I can’t think of anything wordy after that. 
“Strip Scrabble” she calls it, not-cheating. 

 
She has tattoos and body piercings. 
Writes photographic, honest poetry. 
Can’t type worth shit. Totes a gun and wears camouflage pants.  

Swears—words defend her in ways I never could. She is 
 
my hero. 
 

I love her, her butch cut, bravery and 
how she loves her pet pig, Roosevelt. I love her silly puns,  
ridiculous jokes. How she cries for fallen soldiers after every war, 
for those losing the battle with time, 

and homeless cats.  I love how she fights, is rarely silent.  
That she licks the batter bowl when I make cake. 
 
She is bossy, opinionated and not very good at sharing. 

The most generous woman I’ve ever known. 
 
I love how she tries to free 
prisoners, to rescue other trapped wild things and most of all 

I root for her as she tries 
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to free herself. I love 
her coming out, and yet how 
she goes to sleep 

each night 
with me. 

The Fact of Disguise / Ann Tweedy 

some smiles but mostly smirks, her cheekbones taut with a studious  

 erasure 
 
as she strutted and danced on a nightclub stage to country music, pretending to sing 
 pretending many things 

 
 suits and ties or cowboy hats and jeans 
 

mouth stretched wide when she lip-synced as if the audience had to interpret meaning 

from movement 
 
 a disguise to perform and it was the fact of disguise 
  that lured 

 
 breasts flattened with an ace bandage that sometimes flashed through  
  an armhole 
 

 the flatness of the chest as compelling as its untempered fullness 
 

  duct tape and sock penis to loosen her hips 
 

to come within inches, one could insert dollar bills into her waist- 
 band or transmit them clenched teeth to clenched teeth 
 
the dispensing of cheek-kisses and stomach-kisses in exchange for dollars and 

 whoops from the audience 
 
the tension of collective desire deliciously breaking 
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Mother’s Gall / A.D. Mooney  

I accepted this fate with a staged smile. 
 

A swollen bellied eel 
expelled itself from me 
Blinking its hallow, watery eyes, 
Shrieking for attention – 

It bruised my ears. 
Bulbous and bloodied, 
glistened by gore, 
its reptilian roar 

blistered my insides. 
It grew by begrudging affection 
A sticky infection; 
I scrapped my entrails pink 

and tore at tendons with teeth, 
Maimed; 
my manic hooks 
longed to love 

 
this leech clung 
to my chest  
as i dressed  

my depressions up in 
moth wing frills 
and lipstick 
the colour of young  

tongues. 
i batted eyelashes 
at a deflated moon, 
saliva 

dripped from my mouth 
as i floated out 
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of my body; 
soothing my scars 
with stick-on stars. 

Within my reach – 
 

Voluptuous fruits 
bowed the 

tree’s leaves 
but I refused to eat, 
together we  
will starve. 

I scurried you from the house 
Monstrous feet 
tapped irregular 
beats on the 

proud pink pram – I 
Ran, 
without looking back, 
I ran 

from the demon,  
left at a doorstep to rot. 

 
my brain grew 

soggy 
spores of doubt burrowed 
in each crevice 
fuzzy mould folding 

over shifting eyes. 
At home 
a drone of silence 
weighted the air. 

Ghostly hands crushed 
my limbs. 
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The crater in my stomach 
Throbbed. 
I lay ridged. 

My bones began to 
Crack 
Its feathery face churned in my mind 
callously tickling my 

Primal instincts - 
Leaking a sticky, sweet sludge 

 
In two days 

Strangers’ gazes 
escorted me back 
to the wide oak door. 
I reclaimed you. 

Under my leathery wings 
you were stuffed 
just enough to 
muffle cries and 

questioning eyes. 
 
I held my breath. 
 

We hung 
upside-down 
dangling over 
a sea of tar 

and a merciless moon 
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Menopause, My Way / Elaine Woo 
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Projections / Colleen Donnelly 
 
    Felicia Harding clicked “Calendar” on the screen—next appointment, Melissa Levine. She selected the file icon by the name to quickly review 
her notes.   
   

 
        Melissa Levine                                               Case File: 20323 
 
        Diagnosis:  IIIB colorectal cancer      
 
        Plan 1: Aggressive — Surgery, Radiation and Chemotherapy      
        Prognosis: Terminal, 5-10 year dependent upon emergent treatments 
        Projected Cost: 2M+  
        Projected Productive Loss: -300K 
 
        Plan 2: Supportive, Palliative. Late-term hospice   
   Prognosis: 2-3 years 
   Projected Medical Cost: 100-200K 
          
        Cost analysis: 

             Plan 1 aggressive 2.3 M 
             Plan 2 palliative + dependent-support 320K-520K 

 
                       Recommendation: Plan 2, net savings 1.7-2 M 
 

 
She clicked and quickly scanned the relevant information her team had harvested and collated from personnel and financial files and social media: 
 

 
                                                  Essential Background Summary 
 
                        Marital status: Single                                              Age: 46 
                        Education: B.A. Economics 
                        Profession: Quality Assurance Specialist              Salary: 90K 
                        Mortgage: 180K remaining 20 of 30 years 
                        Retirement: 75K          Life Ins: 100K            Flex Health Savings: 5K 
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                        Interests: crafts, yoga, hiking, jazz, avid reader, journals, cooking, gardening 
   healthy lifestyle choices, travelling 
 
 
                        
                        Personality Profile: dependable, pragmatic, devoted parent, fiscally responsible 
                                    slightly anxious, non-aggressive, community-minded 
                        Politically liberal, secular persuasion, feminist, non-denominational religious-lite   
                        One child, parents deceased, no adult family members, a few close friends 
 
  Dependents:  
 
                                      Daughter:   Grace                                    Age: 18   
                                      Senior         Kennedy High School          GPA: 3.8  

                      Aptitude:  STEM and music       
                                    College-bound, acceptances see attached. 
 

                      Interests: Volleyball, band and a cappella, science club, social media-active 
(8-10 hours a week), sports-averse 

                      Personality Profile: studious, focused, college bound, feminist, religious 
curious 
                                                     No serious dating, group-oriented, nondrinker, 
nonsmoker 
                                                   Moderately adventurous, tests boundaries, no abnormal 

risk-   
      seeking behaviors, average moodiness – all within normal   
      adolescent parameters 

 
                      Projected College Cost — B.A. 120K (possible post-bac up to 100K) 
                                                                Living allowance and transition 100K   
 
Supporting materials, analytics available. 
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    Her modest office, like that of the other three dozen consultants in the human resource and case management wing of Neurotech Global Inc., 
which boasted over thirty-thousand satisfied employees who enjoyed parental leave, on-site childcare, stock-sharing, and industry setting health 
care benefits, was meant to feel professional and intimate.   
    In the corner, over her left shoulder, sat a meditation fountain. Water trickled down cascading rocks arranged to resemble an abstract happy 
Buddha while emanating a softly pulsating glow from within. The dimmer for the overhead lights would activate the barely audible murmuring of 
undulating waves.   
    Felicia was only forty, but by allowing her greying roots to show atop her smart bob and sporting large golden wireframe orb-like glasses that 
she really didn’t need, she appeared motherly. Pastel cardigan, neutral single-creased trousers, natural make-up with a hint of pink lip, and a 
necklace of freshwater pearls completed the uniform. Her mahogany veneer desk was well kept, the computer the main fixture, two or three posed 
4 x 6 pictures of children—none her own. On the wall to the right, a typical office painting was mounted, a field of wildflowers in the foreground, 
painted ladies and swallowtail butterflies flickering among indian paintbrush and bluebells, a grove of aspen giving way to thickening lodgepole 
pines, the light dimming as the eye travelled back into the foreboding wilderness beyond the trees. In front of her desk, at a slight angle, a slightly 
weathered cushiony leather chair, seemingly inviting, comforting.  
    She rose and walked to the door, but before opening it, she rotated the dimmer by the door – the penetrating white light dampened. The glow of 
the Buddha belly became more prominent as Felicia noted the first crash of the waves. She opened her door and quickly analyzed the demeanor 
of her client. Ms. Levine had a slightly pained expression; though she clamped her jaw tightly, the twitch of her left eye betrayed her. She jumped 
slightly when the door opened, clearly both alert and on edge. No one who received a notice to make an appointment with a case manager 
anticipated good news.   
     “Ms. Levine, so glad you could come this morning. Hope you haven’t been waiting long. Please come in. I am Felicia Harding; please call me 
Felicia. Have a seat.” Felicia waved Melissa over to the chair, as she orchestrated herself back behind her desk. She adopted her practiced, 
motherly-concerned look, eyebrows slightly furrowed, elbows on the desk with hands outreaching as she bent slightly forward to appear 
comforting, consoling. “I know you must feel anxious, but let me assure you, I am here solely for you. Needless to say, you must suspect that 
something amiss was found in your reports.” 
    Ms. Levine nodded.      
    Felicia momentarily pulled her glasses down, seeming to stare dutifully, sympathetically, peering into Ms. Levine’s heart. She made her voice 
waver just a tad, as she lowered her tone to utter the always terrifying edict, “you have cancer.” She could hear the whistle as Ms. Harding gulped 
back air. “Colorectal cancer. Stage III. I’m sorry to say the prognosis is not good.”   
    She watched Ms. Levine intently as she delivered the sentence. Ms. Levine seemed to shrink in the chair, head dropping, shoulders caving, as 
she tried to draw herself into a protective ball. Felicia held her hand out across the desk, Ms. Levine took it. Felicia squeezed and then gently 
stroked it – limited tactile contact indicating compassion. The desk was the court they’d play across. Sitting in adjacent chairs or together on a 
couch next to the fountain would invite soulful pats, perhaps a reaffirming hug or two that could complicate the negotiations. Collaboration was a 
necessary tightly-controlled, staged illusion.  
    Ms. Levine withdrew her hand, took a moment to compose and draw herself more upright once again and asked, “And what exactly are my 
options?” 
    Felicia opened a file, a copy of what was on the computer and provided merely for show; she rarely consulted hardcopies, as they were never 
as up-to-date or easy to browse as what was available on the screen. She took a moment, as if to appear to be thoroughly double checking the 
information. “Well . . . ,” she paused for effect, “we seem to have a couple. Given the advanced stage of your cancer, you are looking at extensive, 
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protracted treatment, 50% chance for a five-year survival rate, and if,” she emphasized the if, “remission is achieved, the survival rate increases to 
maybe seven years, nine to ten max. We would begin with surgery, removal of the diseased intestine, possibly a colostomy,” details she had 
memorized both from her training years ago and provided in the addendum to Ms. Levine’s medical file. She watched as Ms. Levine began to once 
again sink and be swallowed by the chair cushions. “This would be followed by radiation and/or chemotherapy, at this stage you are probably 
looking at six months, then reassessment, probably about a year out. Likely, as we find in over 80% of the cases at your stage, you are looking at 
another year or so of treatment consisting of a second and often a third round of chemo and/or radiation. If at that point the cancer is still present, 
you may try immunotherapy six to eight months, and whatever new treatments become available during the intervening two to three years . . . so 
long as you qualify for whatever experimental treatments emerge.” She patted her hand once again. “I know this is a lot to take in, and it is 
distressing, but we have found that actually looking at the big picture, being allowed to consider what’s in your and your family’s best interests, 
being granted the dignity of planning and making choices for yourself, before some doctor burdens you with schedule of treatment, the details of 
months, the years, of procedures and testing, of physical side effects—not to mention the psychological toll. . . . And even when insurance covers 
it all, having to deal with your life being turned upside-down, the need for supportive care—help cooking, keeping up your home, the inability to 
work for months on end, not feeling like you are in control of your body or your life, with the indignity of needing someone to help you with your 
personal, private needs. . . . But of course, dear, doctors are constrained by their oath and compelled by their undeterrable desire to heal; after all, 
giving you three years when you could only count on one is a win to them, and for you, they’ll say. Of course, they aren’t suffering day after day or 
dealing with the constant uncertainty. Have the tumors receded? Is there a change of remission; how long will it last? Another round? What are the 
side effects this time? How weak will I be? How much time will it take? How much more time will it buy? And then again, another round?” 
    Ms. Levine was biting her lip. She quivered just a bit. Felicia thought she could see her mascara run a tad, but Ms. Levine still held herself in 
control. Now was the time. Felicia frowned just slightly and patted her hand once again. “There is another course of action.” She paused to let Ms. 
Levine consider and watched for the slight shift in posture, the leaning forward that signaled it was the right time to proceed. “I take it you find this 
all overwhelming?” No reaction. “I know living with unremittent pain day in and day out and such uncertainly for the rest of my life would terrify me.” 
Was that a slight nod or tremor? “And what about my family . . . your family?” Ms. Harding seemed to study the file once again. “What about your 
daughter, Grace isn’t it?” There was the audible gulp revealing the unspoken fears and vulnerability.   
    “She is a senior in high school, correct?” 
    Ms. Levine nodded. 
    “Planning to attend college?” 
    “Yes, she’s been accepted to four schools so far, UCLA, U.C. Santa Barbara, Claremont, and Berkeley; she’s still waiting to hear from Stanford. 
We are waiting to hear about financial aid, scholarships, grants, the usual.” 
    “She is a good student, yes? But still, some of those schools are expensive, even with the few thousand in aid most students get. And then 
there’s books, fees, room and board.” 
    Ms. Levine nodded again. 
    “And then to have to deal with . . . this.” 
    Ms. Levine visibly slumped. 
    “Would Grace put off college? Of course, she’d want to be by your side and that would be such a gift. It would make your burden so much 
easier, having your daughter accompany you to treatment, mind the house and help with the chores, support you through it all. . . . Maybe she 
could even do a few courses online or at a community college nearby.”   
    Ms. Levine shifted her weight in the chair, clearly disturbed. 
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    “Oh, I’m sorry, I just assumed.”  
    Ms. Levine let a tear fall, visibly shaken. 
    Felicia gently prodded, slowly annunciating each word, “You would, perhaps, prefer she pursue her education? Not put her future on hold?” 
    Ms. Levine nodded, another gulp, or was it a sob, escaping her throat. 
    “Hmm. . . . Perhaps we could help? 
    Ms. Levine looked up inquisitively. 
    “What if we could help secure her future in some way?” 
    Ms. Levine visibly brightened. Felicia had to take care to maintain comportment. Her fingertips tingled, as she sensed success now looming. 
The glow of the Buddha belly appeared to ebb. 
    “Of course, that would take some sacrifice on your part, Melissa. While we would love to help you and your daughter through this trying time, we 
do have to consider our other employees, what we can equitably offer to everyone who is part the Neurotech family under such circumstances, as 
well as the cost to the company particularly in terms of impairment of such highly skilled individuals as yourself.” Felicia paused. “We need to 
consider what we at Neurotech could do to best serve you and your daughter.”  
    Ms. Levine nodded. 
    Felicia waited. She needed more from Melissa signaling her willingness to consider any arrangement Felicia might propose. 
    Forcing herself to exhale, Melissa whispered, “What’s possible?”  
    Felicia started out slowly, as if cautiously considering the option for the first time. “What if . . . we could act as a guarantor, providing tuition, 
room and board, a stipend for your daughter, Grace, to live on until she finishes school and secures her first position?”   
    Melissa’s attention was piqued, and she willed herself to focus. 
    “Of course, we couldn’t guarantee that forever, cost increases, unforeseen circumstances etc., and who knows how long it will take her to finish 
school given your condition?”  
    Melissa slumped a bit.   
    “You’d agree, it’d be best if she pursued her education and not put it off?” 
    Melissa shrugged somewhat noncommittally. 
    “She will not take this well? It will, well, be hard for her to process . . .  require her to grow up quickly . . . lose out on some of the experiences 
girls her age usually indulge in—of course she will want to spend what time remains with you. Her friends, boys, school, they will all still be there 
later.” Felicia observed Melissa’s shoulders rounding. “Hmmm, perhaps changes in her priorities . . .  choices you’d rather she not make?” 
    Ms. Levine was staring at her lap. 
    “What is it that you want for your daughter? Would you like her to stay home with you?” 
    No response. 
    “Would you like her to go on to school?” 
    Another shrug, a nod yes. 
    “But of course, you are worried about how you would cope on your own. Get to your appointments? Keep up at work, with the house? How 
would you deal with the wretched, debilitating side effects and take care of yourself, alone, at home?” Felicia paused to let Melissa’s imagination 
propel her anxiety. And then she added, “And when Grace finds out? Do you think she’ll insist on tending to you, suspend her studies or never 
have the opportunity to start at all? Certainly, she’ll want to share your remaining time with you, be supportive. I know how close a single parent 
and a child can be.” She nodded and sighed. “And watching that, watching her mother suffer. What that must do to a child, a sensitive young 
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woman such as Grace, a child just becoming an adult herself, choosing to take on adult responsibilities not only for herself but also for an ailing 
parent.” Felicia was watching Melissa retract into as much of a fetal posture at the chair would allow. As she spoke, she thoughtfully posed her 
head upon her extended fingers. “I wonder what is best. One has to wonder what such an experience does to a child, watching her mother suffer, 
watching her waste away, offering an arm to help her walk, lifting her into bed, changing her dressings, holding her head as she gets sick. 
Certainly, it must make her stronger, more compassionate, empathetic . . . perhaps a bit more melancholy. She must relish the time remaining, 
time with her suffering parent. One wonders if she can even imagine what she is missing out on in her own young life, those irrecoverable years?  
How will her choices affect her in the future? Will she be able to pursue her emerging dreams, or will those opportunities have already passed her 
by? Will she still attain a degree? Does she ever meet the young man who would make her happy for decades to come? Does she miss out on 
changes to travel the country, the world, with friends like herself, young and unattached, before they settle down to raise families and the time for 
such self-indulgent freedom has passed? Enjoying those twenties that only come once, stumbling and succeeding when the costs are not yet too 
high?” Felicia basked in the planned pause, as she watched Melissa tremble. “Would it be better, perhaps, for you both to be able to look back on 
the memories you have shared of vacations, of academic successes, of secrets shared, tears shed, of challenges you overcame together, of 
scents of home and tastes of holidays, of warm hugs and the sound advice offered by a mother in her prime. The camaraderie . . . of the parent 
before being reduced to an invalid needing to be mothered herself.” Felicia paused. “Melissa, what do you want, for yourself, for your daughter?” 
    Melissa was visibly choking back her sobs, attempting to curl up into herself.  
    “My heart goes out to you for what you and your daughter will have to go through. It must be so hard to consider what she will be giving up, only 
to lose you in the end . . . not to mention what suffering you, yourself, will have to endure.” She injected another long pause, allowing Melissa to 
weigh the words. 
    “What if, in addition to guaranteeing to pay for school and providing a stipend to live on until Grace gets situated, what if we do our best to help 
you as well?” Felicia delivered the idea with a note of excitement in her voice; she acted as if surprised by her own ingeniousness, as if she were 
working out the details of a novel plan for the first time. “Are you committed to surgery, the rounds of radiation and chemo, to the years of 
suffering, a few good days for many more bad ones to come?” 
    Melissa was clearly alarmed, as the consideration of the pain she would have to deal with was heaped on top of the other concerns Felicia had 
clearly posed. “NO,” she groaned. 
    “What if,” Felicia shuffled through the file seeming to check a few lines here and there. “What if Grace didn’t have to know? What if you didn’t 
have to suffer?” 
    Melissa looked skeptical but she forced herself to refocus. 
    “What if we provided you with the care and medication to combat the pain. You could feel like yourself almost to the very end. Virtually pain-free. 
Grace could go off to school. We would be happy to provide you with a housekeeping service, a personal assistant, say a few hours a month, to 
manage your household affairs and appointments, and a visiting nurse when you need it. Palliative care and support in your own home, all at no 
cost.” 
    Melissa looked intrigued but skeptical. 
    “Imagine the possibilities.” Felicia appeared to stifle a slight grin. “When Grace visits on vacation, your pain managed, feeling yourself, making 
plans and together creating a few more special memories without the constant reminders and shared concerns about your impending decline 
coloring everything you do.  And, you will have the comfort of not knowing, but seeing, her take her first steps as the mature young woman you 
have so successfully raised, not postponing her life, her career, her relationships, and perhaps never realizing her potential; instead you will have 
the opportunity to see her future begin to unfold.” Did it sound fantastical? “A gift, really. You are worried that Grace would know . . . figure it out. 
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We can help. We could provide the personal assistant for when she was home on vacation who could help make sure you looked your best, 
makeup, hair, make sure your home was up to snuff, arrange appointments and outings so that everything appears relatively normal, unchanged.” 
Melissa’s eyes looked glassy. Had Felicia gone too far—perhaps best to add a note of realism. “Of course, later on, she will figure it out. We can 
provide counseling to help her through the final stage. You, you will be able to plan what you want to say, what exactly you want to tell her, you 
can decide that for yourself or we can provide counsel to you at that time, if you’d like.”  
     Felicia let it all sink in for a minute. 
    “Our intent is to allow you to make the decision for yourself, to allow you to decide what is best for you and your daughter. We realize that 
doctors, the professionals”—she added air quotes—“will tell you there is always hope, that you can be strong and beat the odds. They will 
encourage you to just keep on trying and tell you that every day is a win. But then, they don’t have to live with the daily pain, the despair, the 
inability to do the things you used to do, the worries about paying your bills, about what this is doing to your daughter. . . .  And of course, you are 
welcome to consult with your doctors, have them detail the scheduled treatment they’d plan for you over the next year or two. And dear, please, 
please be sure to insist they are honest with you about what you will have to deal with, all of it, and that they be realistic about the outcomes. One 
can’t really blame them for dwelling on their few successes, diligently insisting to their patients that they remain optimistic, emphasizing the value 
of the few extra months they have bought their long-suffering patients, dealing with terminal patients as they do, day after day.” 
    Melissa sniffled. 
    “Only you can decide what is best for you and your daughter, and you, of course, should have the opportunity to choose for yourself.” 
    Melissa stumbled over the words but was finally able to utter, “And if I were to choose not to undergo all that, if I prefer what you are offering, 
what would I have to do?”   
    “Well, unfortunately, we are on a tight schedule here, both you and I. I’m sure you and daughter need to be deciding on what school she will be 
attending in the next month or so. We would need to secure funds for her in a trust as soon as possible, allow the interest to grow. I’m sure you 
understand.” Felicia was watching. Melissa would need to be a willing co-conspirator. “We would want to work expeditiously to ensure that over 
the next few months until Grace goes away to school that you not only appear healthy but that you two can fully enjoy your time together. The 
longer we wait, the more difficult that becomes. Best to get ahead of things. We would want to start working out the arrangements as soon as 
possible. And consider, were you to decide on surgery and treatment, certainly the doctors would insist on acting aggressively, since any 
postponement would decease your length of survival. Clearly, either way, time is not on your side.” 
    Melissa nodded, “of course.” 
    “There’s just one more thing, dear. Unfortunately, we have to insist on a contract. This protects both you and us. And most importantly, Grace, 
since we have to make financial arrangements to secure her future. That makes sense doesn’t it?” 
    Melissa nodded. 
   “We have a rather standard contract. You see, these types of arrangements, are some of more, um . . . indelicate but necessary services we 
provide for all our employees here. If we can make even the most difficult times more palatable, then we’ve done our best to make our company 
feel more like a family. I can print one out now.” 
    The Buddha belly appeared to swell. 
    “Of course,” Melissa muttered. 
    As the printer sang, spitting out pages, Felicia continued, “You can sign now, don’t worry. Let’s see, it’s Thursday, yes. We can give you until 
Monday at 8 a.m. to change your mind. You can look over the contract, make sure it is to your satisfaction, and if you find you’d rather reject our 
generous offer, just contact me before then. However, I’m convinced that the contract will actually assuage any of your fears and put you even 
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more at ease. And when I don’t hear from you, then Monday morning we will start implementing the plan, setting up Grace’s trust, arranging your 
pain management appointments, a personal assistant an hour a week. . . . The contract lays everything out. You’ll be amazed how well we will 
take care of you! So many burdens lifted; what a relief for you.” 
    Felicia picked two copies of the contract up from the printer, glanced at the first page to make sure the name was spelled correctly and that it 
was dated, shuffled through the pages to make sure they were all there, stood, and placed the contract in front of Melissa, the signature page 
exposed. She handed her a pen and indicated where she needed to print and sign her name. 
    Melissa closed her eyes, paused but a few seconds, and then resolutely signed. Felicia picked up the signed copy quickly, deftly sliding it into a 
closed file, while handing Melissa the second copy. Still standing, assuming just the hint of a smile, she looked at Melissa. “I would like to think I’d 
make the same brave decision you made. I know you won’t have any second thoughts. Let me extend my sympathies and that of the company for 
what you are suffering through, but again, our hope is that we can help you make the most of your remaining time and help bring you some peace 
of mind.” She walked over and opened the door for Ms. Levine who muttered thank you as she departed. 
    Felicia put her hand on the dimmer, but decided not to turn the lights back up yet.   
    No one realized how exhausting her position really was, how much it took out of her. Felicia dropped back into her chair, opened Melissa 
Levine’s file, clicked on the box labelled “Contract” and typed in “Standard company option, completed and signed.” Within five minutes, a gold star 
appeared next to Ms. Harding’s name on the human resources and case management internal staff listings page. She heard the chime of 
incoming email. A high priority email appeared in her inbox: 
 

 
                  Congratulations, Felicia Harding, you have reached the 

$10,000,000 corporate savings goal for the 12th quarter in a 
row. This places you in our golden employee circle and earns 
you an all expense trip – 3 days, 2 nights, Antigua. Please 
contact rewards@neurotech.org to make arrangements. Your 
accomplishment will be recorded in your personnel file. Please 
click here to view your progress toward your next salary 
adjustment and promotion status. 

 
 Neurotech Global commends you and thanks you for your 

continued service. 
 

 
    Felicia clicked, fireworks filled the screen, and the bar glowed: she could expect a 3% raise effective July 1, and after three years of consistently 

being in the top ten for corporate savings—she had almost qualified earlier but had fallen out of the top ten for a quarter when hit with a rather 

inconvenient bout of pleurisy—she had finally cemented her promotion. As soon as a position opened, she would move up the corporate ladder 

and finally become a manager, train her own staff, and no longer have to conduct sessions with employees herself. Tonight, she could celebrate 

with a bottle of cabernet sauvignon and petit filet mignon, medium rare. For now, she typed in “rewards” to book her well-earned long weekend. 

mailto:rewards@neurotech.org
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women of today / Linda M. Crate 
 

all these strangers 
with their judgment 
telling women what or who they 
should be, 

know that some of us 
go against the grain on purpose; 
you're not going to cut us down 
like cherry trees— 

our magic, our divinity, our light 
won't be silenced 
by the gnawing of your mouths 
or by the judgment of your hearts; 

you don't have enough strength to silence us 
we refuse to be quiet anymore— 
once we remembered our voices 
it was over for you, 

and we will sing the song of sirens and banshees 
invite every angry werewolf and vampire 
over for dinner 
watch as your glass ceilings are smashed to bits; 

because we are the daughters of warriors 
some of them didn't remember 
who they were 
because they were brainwashed by you— 

we will bring honor to all those you have murdered 
because we are not yesterday's women, 
we are the women of today; 
and we refuse your rules. 
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Full Body Block / Katherine Davis 

 
I was born orifices, lungs, an all-seeing eye, misery 
Squat from my mother’s pelvis, coated with blood 

And feces, but vibrant as an exposed wire, a livid cry, 
Mewling and puking in the arms of the coldly clueless, 
Crib, an iron penitentiary rising over my sights. I was 
Not uneducable, however, and having no models of 

Dissent, met alone with the remonstrant, hairy hand, 
The brutal tongue whip, the turned back, the locked door.  
For a time, I became invisible and giving as some damn 
Tooth Fairy, flying away with all traces of pain and growth. 

But I was ultimately an inflamed root, out to defeat any 
Fascist surgeons, or self-satisfied young men, framed 
Diplomas their only link to the authentic. I married an  
Inarticulate sense of injustice to intellect, smart women  

Talking, resisting the pinions the world wrestled upon them. 
Clarity is my lethal art, full body block, voice surfacing from 
An ocean of drugs, fully sane, at last free, capable of joy. 
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Portrait of a Stranger / merlin flower 
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A.D. (Áine Danielle) Mooney is a twenty-four-year-old student from Dublin, Ireland. She is currently in her final year studying English Literature and 
Creative Writing with The Open University. Along with being published in Stormy Island’s 2019 poetry anthology Sea Glass Hearts, she has also 
been selected by Poetry Ireland to partake in a masterclass with the acclaimed Irish poet Stephen Sexton. When she is not studying, A.D. Mooney 

can be found teaching ballet and writing short stories for her travel blog, MoonlandAdventures.com. A.D Mooney’s work frequently approaches topics 
such as mental health in young women and explores the dark side of love. A.D. Mooney would like to thank her secondary school teacher Eimir for 
encouraging her to pursue a career in writing. 
 

A Maine native but an academic gypsy for much of her adult life, Anastasia Walker is a poet, essayist, and scholar who lives and works in 
Pittsburgh. Trans-themed poems of hers have appeared in several journals, including S/tick. Her autobiographical essay “Memory’s Disavowed 
Daughter” is forthcoming in Fourth Genre (22.1). She has blogged on trans and LGBTQ+ issues for Huffington Post (2016-17) and more recently for 
Medium. She volunteers for HRC and the Transgender Law Center’s Prison Mail program, and loves going for long walks and (when she visits home 

in the summers) swimming in the ocean. 
 
Ann Tweedy’s first full-length book, The Body’s Alphabet, was published by Headmistress Press in 2016. It was awarded a Bisexual Book Award in 
poetry and was named as a finalist for a Lambda Literary Award. Originally from Massachusetts, Ann has lived in many places in the Midwest and on 

the West Coast. She is a law professor and a practicing attorney who represents Native tribes. Feminism is one of many social justice issues that 
Ann is passionate about. She is committed to seeking justice for all women, especially women of color, trans women, poor women, and lesbian, bi, 
and other queer women. Her poetry often explores instances of oppression of women and racism. 
 

Colleen Donnelly is a professor of English at the University of Colorado at Denver who specializes in medieval studies and medical humanities. She 
is especially interested in unraveling the roles and lives of women in history and literature and understanding how women use their voices and 
their silences and may communicate in alternative modes. 
 

Elaine Woo is a Canadian poet and artist who frequently writes and renders feminist and women’s art. She is the author of the collections, Put Your 
Hand in Mine, Signature Editions 2019 and Cycling with the Dragon, Nightwood Editions, 2014. Elaine’s poetry is in Event, Grain, Prism 
International, Arc Poetry, The Elephants, The Maynard, Loose Leaf, h& (handandpoetry) and carte blanche. Her artwork appears in S/tick, Otoliths, 
and h&.  In current times, when doctors often take little more of a role than pill dispensers, the theme of “Menopause My Way,” gives consideration to 

coping with a so-called “woman’s medical issue” with wresting one’s care back into one’s own hands and experimenting with natural alternatives . 
“Recurring Nightmare” speaks for itself. 
 
Katherine Davis earned a Ph.D. specializing in American poetry from Duke University. Her poems have previously appeared in Convergence, 

Sheila-na-gig, The Oddville Press, Literary Heist, Menacing Hedge, and The Laurel Review, among others. After working as a writer and an editor 
around the U.S., she recently relocated to Alberta, Canada. “I was born in silence but found a feminist voice of resistance through the talk and writing 
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of strong women thinkers: teachers, nurses, counselors, healers, and of course, great writers such as Mary Wollstonecraft, Mary Shelley, Charlotte 
Bronte, Virginia Woolf, and Adrienne Rich, among others.” Katherine is S/tick’s new Associate Editor! 
 

Linda M. Crate has always been a feminist even as a young child. She didn’t come across the term until she was older, however. It was in college 
that she learned it wasn’t a dirty word as some stated it to be, but rather equality for all which is something that she has always believed in. So in 
her tales she often includes strong female characters who are quite capable and skilled in their own right. Linda believes that no one should be 
repressed based on gender constructs, religion, race, or any other dividing factor. 

 
merlin flower is an independent artist and writer. Often, her art has random strangers visiting and staying back. Mostly they are women. 
Independent and vociferous, almost always. All feminists! 
 

Naomi Borkent is based out of Edmonton, Alberta. More poems can be found on her Tumblr page: butterfly-songs.tumblr.com. She likes to write 
about the human experience. Love, sex, loneliness, loss, happiness. To find a way to heal the parts of her that most needed healing. Feminism and 
life experiences as a woman, in a world that has historically reduced and diminished women and girls, have inspired the themes and ideas behind 
many of her poems. Together, we rise. Together, we heal. 

 
Rachael Ikins is a multiple Pushcart nominee & 2018 Independent Book Award winner with six chapbooks and a full-length collection combining 
fantasy and memoir. Associate Editor at Clare Songbirds Publishing House, she has earned fellowships to Colgate Writers Conferences and a 
Finishing Line Press honorarium to read at Lismore Castle, Ireland. Ikins’ prize-winning artwork and illustrations are on book covers worldwide.  

The fact that she is a woman, her own journey of sexual identity, and her concern for human rights have influenced her as a feminist. 
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